Questions we wish someone would as of the organizers of Groundswell:

You have degrees in computer engineering and business law. Can you explain to my readers why you consider yourselves qualified to train youth pastors, campus ministers, and teens about an approach to counseling skills?

Your opponents say that both gay and straight teens get harassed and assaulted at schools for being perceived as gay. Shouldn’t schools be encouraging responsible discussion of homosexuality to confront the high rates of anti-gay bullying and harassment?

I know you mostly speak about ministerial answers to homosexuality. But you know that professional organizations like the American Medical Association and the American Psychological Association have said that reparative therapies haven’t been shown to work. What do you say about those assertions?

Many people who’ve gone through these Christian counseling programs say that they just experienced negative self-esteem. Some say they even attempted suicide but that their sexual feelings and emotional attractions didn’t change. What kids of success rates over time can you document? What is your definition of success in your programs?

Why should schools be promoting programs like yours?

How do you want to see homosexuality discussed in the schools?